Insects use chemosensory cues to feed and mate. In Drosophila, the effect of pheromones has been extensively investigated in adults, but rarely in larvae. The colonization of natural food sources by Drosophila buzzatii and Drosophila simulans species may depend on species-specific chemical cues left in the food by larvae and adults. We identified such chemicals in both species and measured their influence on larval food preference and pupariation behaviour. We also tested compounds that varied between these species: (i) two larval volatile compounds: hydroxy-3-butanone-2 and phenol (predominant in D. simulans and D. buzzatii, respectively), and (ii) adult cuticular hydrocarbons (CHs). Drosophila buzzatii larvae were rapidly attracted to non-CH adult conspecific cues, whereas D. simulans larvae were strongly repulsed by CHs of the two species and also by phenol. Larval cues from both species generally reduced larval attraction and pupariation on food, which was generally—but not always—low, and rarely reflected larval response. As these larval and adult pheromones specifically influence larval food search and the choice of a pupariation site, they may greatly affect the dispersion and survival of Drosophila species in nature.

1. Introduction

In social insects, larval and pupal communication often relies on sensory modalities involving acoustic, chemical and tactile signals [1–3]. This is also the case in gregarious insect larvae [4–6] whose aggregation behaviour often depends on chemical cues such as cuticular substances and other compounds mixed in faeces [7,8]. In non-social insects, chemical cues emitted by adults can also influence larval behaviour [9,10]. Reciprocally, when larvae develop in the food, they can leave chemical cues affecting adult behaviour including female attraction and oviposition [11,12].

In Drosophila species, there is very little information on the effect that chemical cues—either produced by larvae and/or by adults—induce on larval behaviour. This contrasts with the well-documented effect induced by adult sex pheromones on adult behaviour. Drosophila adult pheromones vary for their volatility. Low-volatility pheromones (cuticular hydrocarbons, CHs) stick on the cuticle and can be deposited on the substrate: they are mostly—but not exclusively—perceived by taste organs [13–16]. Highly volatile compounds, such as cis-vaccenyl acetate and CH$_5$0, are detected by olfactory organs [17,18]. These molecules can influence a variety of adult behaviours; namely aggregation, courtship, mating and aggression [19–22]. Pre-imaginal exposure to specific food components mixed, or not, with pheromones can also affect subsequent adult behaviour in Drosophila mojavensis, Drosophila arizonae [23] and Drosophila paulistorum [24], but the identity of compounds involved remains unknown.

A recent study combining Drosophila field and laboratory investigations revealed that species-specific chemicals could potentially influence larval food preference and the choice of pupariation site. When the two species Drosophila buzzatii and Drosophila simulans share the same breeding sites (Opuntia ficus-indica prickly pears), the distribution pattern of their pupae in different parts of the fruit changes compared with fruits hosting either species [25]. The hypothesis that ‘the choice of pupariation site in nature depends on
species-specific chemicals’ [26] was supported by laboratory experiments showing individual larval and pupa preference to food processed by the homospecific species [25]. The cues influencing these behaviours could be produced both by larvae and adults, but their chemical identity was not revealed. Here, we identified chemical cues left in the food by larvae and adults of both species, and we measured their effect on larval food preference and pupariation behaviour.

2. Material and methods

(a) Fly stocks

The D. buzzatii and D. simulans strains used (gift of Prof. Raúl Godoy-Herrera, Santiago, University of Chile) were derived from multi-female lines originated from fruits collected in Chile [25] and maintained in our laboratory on a corn flour/yeast/agar food under a 12 L : 12 D cycle at 25°C more than 2 years before testing.

(b) Food types

Two hours before the experiment, the food patches to be tested were impregnated either with plain food (P-food) or with food processed by first instar (L1) to L3 larvae resulting of the mating of two food patches (Whatman paper grade 42, 1.5 cm diameter, impregnated with various chemical cues (see above). Food patches—formed by excess food was removed from the vial using fine forceps. Extracts were stored at −20°C until analysis. Just before analysis, the extract was concentrated under a gentle flow of nitrogen to obtain 50 µl. After preliminary analyses, and to extract most polar and apolar components, we used a mixture of hexane/CH2Cl2 (50/50, v/v) as solvent. The extracts were analysed using a QP2010 Shimadzu GC-MS apparatus in splitless mode equipped with a CP Wax 58 FFAP (polar type, 50 m × 0.25 mm i.d., 0.20 µm film thickness, Agilent). The column was held isothermally at 40°C for 2 min, then programmed at the rate of 3°C min−1 to 240°C. Helium was used as carried gas at a linear velocity of 47 cm s−1. The injector port was set at 280°C. The mass spectrometer was operated at 70 eV, and scanning was performed from 29 to 600 amu at 0.5 scans s−1. The injection split was opened 1 min after the injection. Compounds were identified using their retention time and their fragmentation patterns; diagnostic ions were compared with both the NIST/EPA/NIH library and the mass-spectrum of the synthetic chemical standards (Sigma-Aldrich, St Quentin Fallavier, France) analysed under the same conditions. For quantitative analyses, the response factors of C15 and the major studied compounds were determined at 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 ng.

(e) Statistics

For each experiment, we assessed the statistical difference for larval (and pupal) distribution between both food patches using a Wilcoxon test (XLSTAT). For the sake of clarity, differences were mostly tested at 1, 5, 15 and 30 min. We also compared the amount of chemicals and the distribution of larvae at 30 min—and that of pupae—over and/or under food patches using a Kruskal–Wallis test (p < 0.05). For each condition, the distribution of larvae (at 30 min) and pupae was compared between the two sides of the food patch using a Wilcoxon test (at p < 0.05). We also compared the distribution of H3B2 amounts between the two lines using a Mann–Whitney test (p < 0.05).

3. Results

(a) Effect of larval and adult cues mixed in the food (L + A-food)

First, we tested the response of D. buzzatii and D. simulans larvae to standard laboratory food either plain (P-food) or processed both by larvae and adults (L + A-food) of the two species. Then, we compared the chemical composition of these types of food and tested the behaviour effect induced by two larval species-predominant compounds.
(i) Effect of L + A food on larval behaviour

In the control experiment (P- versus P-food), a total of 70% D. buzzatii larvae gathered on the two P-food patches without showing preference (figure 1a(i)). In tests involving L + A-food, larvae showed no significant preference (figure 1b). In the ‘D. buzzatii- versus D. simulans-food’ test, only 45% larvae migrated to the food patches.

In the control test and after 30 min, more than 80% D. simulans larvae gathered without preference on the P-food patches (figure 1a(ii)). They avoided both L + A-food when paired with P-food. Heterospecific food induced a transient effect (at 20 min: \( p = 0.006 \)), whereas homospecific food induced a long-lasting avoidance effect (from 5 to 30 min: \( p = 0.039 \) and \( p = 0.003 \), respectively; figure 1b). Drosophila simulans larvae showed no preference in the ‘D. buzzatii-versus D. simulans-food’ test, but their pupae preferred heterospecific food (\( p < 0.05 \)).

In summary, D. buzzatii larvae showed no significant preference to food patches, whereas D. simulans larvae avoided L + A-food in a variable manner.

(ii) Compounds in L + A-food

The comparison of the chemical composition of P-food with both L + A-food reveals three major differences (figure 2a;
electronic supplementary material, table S1): (i) two very volatile compounds, ‘phenol’ and ‘hydroxy-3-butanone-2’ (H3B2; acetoin), were found in high levels in D. buzzatii- and D. simulans-food, respectively, but not in P-food; (ii) the amount of most saturated and unsaturated fatty-acids (FAs; C4 : 0 to C16 : 0; C18 : 1 and C18 : 2, respectively) decreased in L + A-food, compared with P-food, except C14 : 0 which increased in both L + A-food; and (iii) substantial amounts of

**Figure 2.** Chemical composition of different types of food patches processed by D. buzzatii and D. simulans. Chemical analysis was carried out on the extracts of food patches impregnated with the different types of food in parallel to those assayed in behaviour: P-food (open bars, all series), L + A-food processed by D. buzzatii and D. simulans ((a); filled and dotted bars, respectively), A- and CH-food (dark grey and light grey bars, respectively) processed by D. buzzatii (b) and D. simulans adults (c). Histograms represent the mean (+ s.e.m.) amount, in nanograms per food patch, for each compound (indicated under the bottom graph) and for CHs (shown in the inset on the right of each graph: Sat, Unsat and Br correspond to the sum of alkanes, alkenes and ramified CHs, respectively). For abbreviation of compounds, please refer to the electronic supplementary material, table S1. For each graph, the quantitative variation of each compound was tested using a Kruskal – Wallis test (different letters under histogram bars indicate significant difference at \( p < 0.05; n = 20 \)).
species-specific adult CHs were detected in both L + A-food, suggesting contamination by adults. Note that saturated linear CHs (Sat; alkanes) were only detected in D. simulans. Few other quantitatively minor compounds slightly varied: for example, 2-phenylethanol (2-Phe) decreased in D. simulans—but not D. buzzatii—L + A-food compared to P-food.

(iii) Behavioural effect of pure H3B2 and phenol mixed with P- or L + A-food

We tested the behavioural effect of phenol and H3B2, two volatile compounds abundant in D. buzzatii and D. simulans L + A-food, respectively. To assess their possible interaction with other components of the processed food, each compound was either added to P- or to each L + A-food (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The response of D. buzzatii larvae was not altered (left panels), but D. simulans larvae were repulsed by phenol either added to P- or D. buzzatii-food (at 15 min: $p = 0.045$ and $p = 0.013$, respectively).

(b) Effect of adult chemical cues labelling the food (A- and CH-food)

The data obtained with L + A-food suggest that either larval, adult or both types of chemical cues can influence larval behaviour and pupariation. Therefore, and to directly measure the effect of adult chemicals left in the food, we performed two other experiments. First, P-food was labelled during 3 h by freely walking groups of mature virgin flies of both sexes (A-food). Second, species-specific CHs extracted from five mature flies (both sexes mixed) were added into P-food (CH-food). We determined the chemical composition of A- and CH-food and measured the larval preference and pupariation behaviour induced by each food type, in the two species.

(i) Compounds in A- and CH-food

The examination of A- and CH-food revealed three major features (figure 2b,c; electronic supplementary material, table S1): (i) neither phenol nor H3B2 were present in A- and CH-food supporting the larval origin of these compounds. Similarly to L + A-food, both A- and CH-food contained; (ii) species-specific CHs (such as Sat in D. simulans); and (iii) generally, less saturated FAs, compared with P-food. However, the level of C14:0 and of two unsaturated FAs (C18:1 and C18:2) was not, or much less, affected compared with L + A-food.

(ii) Larval behaviour to A- and CH-food

In the ‘P- versus A-food’ tests, D. buzzatii larvae migrated very quickly on homospecific A-food (after 1 min: $p = 0.005$; figure 3a). This preference involved 70–80% larvae and lasted 30 min ($p = 0.043$). However, overall larval response decreased with the two A-food patches paired (less than 50%). By contrast, CHs added in P-food induced no significant effect (figure 3b).

In the ‘P- versus A-food’ tests, 70% D. simulans larvae migrated to food patches and were slightly repulsed by D. buzzatii A-food (at 30 min: $p = 0.02$; figure 4a). Strikingly, very few larvae (less than 30%) responded when the A-food processed by the two species were paired. In the ‘P- versus CH-food’ tests, D. simulans larvae showed a very strong repulsion against either CH-food, this maybe explaining the high attraction to P-food (figure 4b).

In summary, D. buzzatii larvae were attracted by homospecific ‘non-CH’ adult cues, whereas D. simulans larvae were strongly repulsed by CHs of both species. The simultaneous presentation of both A-food patches strongly inhibited larval attraction and pupariation on food patches (especially for D. simulans; electronic supplementary material, figure S2). The overall comparison of the effects induced by L + A-, A- and CH-food suggests that larvae use adult cues to discriminate food sources, whereas larval cues tend to reduce the attractive and/or arrestant effect of food patches (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Drosophila simulans showed a very contrasted tropism relatively to food patch side: after 30 min, in most cases, larvae stayed under the food patch and pupae over the patch. Drosophila buzzatii showed a less contrasted response: larvae preferentially migrated under the food patch in fewer experiments, whereas pupae were rarely found on food patches except with D. buzzatii L + A-food mixed with both H3B2 and phenol.

4. Discussion

Our data indicate that chemical cues produced by D. buzzatii and D. simulans adults—and to a lesser extent by larvae—can influence larval orientation to food sources. Both species released different amounts of chemical cues in the food, and their behaviour was somewhat differently affected by these cues. Drosophila buzzatii larvae were variably—sometimes very rapidly—attracted to adult homospecific cues, whereas D. simulans larvae were repulsed by most homo- and heterospecific cues and more specially by adult CHs. If these two phylogenetically distant species (their divergence occurred about 60 Ma [27] can occasionally share the same food source (Opatiaflouss-indica fruits), their global diet markedly diverges: the cactophilic D. buzzatii species feed on a limited type of resources [28], whereas D. simulans has a generalist diet [29]. As we used a single strain per species, we cannot totally rule out the possibility that the observed differences are not interspecific but intraspecific.

Do group tests better reflect the natural situation than individual tests [25,26]? In our hand, groups of larvae showed no preference to L + A-food processed by either species (figure 1, two bottom histograms) differently to individual larvae which showed homospecific preference [25]. This discrepancy could be explained if, in groups, pioneer larvae mark food patches with some chemical cues affecting the response of followers. This hypothesis is supported by the lower number of larvae migrating on food patches involving L + A-food (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). The aversive effect of larval cues could also explain the decreased number of pupae on food patches in group tests (less than 15%) compared with individual tests (30%) [25].

As we had not direct means to measure the behavioural effect induced by the complete set of larval cues, we estimate larval cues effect based on the comparison between L + A-food versus either A- or CH-food. This comparison suggests that the repulsive effect induced by L + A-food in D. simulans larvae was caused by food contamination by adult CHs. We have also assessed the direct effect of two predominant larval compounds, H3B2 and phenol, mixed in P- or in L + A-food (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Phenol (concurrently tested with H3B2) inhibited food attraction of D. simulans larvae after 10 min, whereas H3B2 induced no
effect. This fits with the fact that phenol, but not H3B2, showed a quantitative species- or population-specific difference. The absence of interspecific effect for H3B2 can be explained by the absence of significant interspecific difference probably due to its large intra-population or -specific quantitative variation in *D. simulans* (electronic supplementary material, figure S3). Surprisingly, the simultaneous presence of both compounds mixed in *D. buzzatii* L + A-food strongly enhanced *D. buzzatii* pupariation behaviour (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). As this effect did not occur with any other food condition, this exceptional phenotype may result from the interaction between phenol, H3B2 and other components of the *D. buzzatii* L + A-food.

Phenol and H3B2 were already known to affect the behaviour of adult insects. For example, phenol was shown to act as a sex pheromone in the grass grub beetle [30] and to attract cockchafer males [31], repulse blowflies [32] and stimulate mosquito oviposition [33]. H3B2 stimulates adult scarab beetles and cockroaches [34–36] and can enhance—in combination with acetic acid and ethanol—attraction in *Drosophila suzukii* flies [37].

*Drosophila* adult cues induced a marked species- or population-specific effect on larvae. *Drosophila buzzatii* larvae and pupae were tested with A-food (a) and with CH-food (b) processed by *D. buzzatii* (filled bars) and/or by *D. simulans* species (dotted bars). For A- and CH-food, the two species-processed foods were either paired with P-food or simultaneously tested (bottom histograms). For more information, see figure 1. *n* = 14–21.

---

**Figure 3.** *Drosophila buzzatii* larval and pupal distribution on plain food (P-food, open bars) and food labelled with adult chemical cues (A-food) or with adult CHs (CH-food). *Drosophila buzzatii* larvae and pupae were tested with A-food (a) and with CH-food (b) processed by *D. buzzatii* (filled bars) and/or by *D. simulans* species (dotted bars). For A- and CH-food, the two species-processed foods were either paired with P-food or simultaneously tested (bottom histograms). For more information, see figure 1. *n* = 14–21.
Our data also indicate that larval preference can be influenced both by olfactory cues (attracting larvae in less than 1 min) and gustatory cues (arresting larvae between 5 and 30 min). The sequential perception of olfactory and gustatory cues is also necessary for adult discrimination of *Drosophila* sex pheromones [38–40]. We cannot currently explain why the simultaneous presentation of A-food patches of the two species dramatically reduced the general attractivity of food, particularly in *D. simulans* larvae. This may either be the result of (i) a quantitative effect, e.g. the summation of compounds shared by both species, or (ii) a qualitative effect resulting in an interference between species-specific compounds. This shows that the experiments performed with each type of processed food do not allow us to predict larval response in tests combining different types of processed food. As A- and CH-food were labelled by mixed virgin adults of both sexes, it could be worth testing the effect of adult sex-specific cues, and those resulting of their sexual interaction.

Figure 4. *Drosophila simulans* larval and pupal distribution on plain food (P-food, open bars) and food labelled with adult chemical cues (A-food) or with adult CHs (CH-food). *Drosophila simulans* larvae and pupae were tested with A-food (a) or with CH-food (b) processed by *D. buzzatii* (filled bars) and/or by *D. simulans* species (dotted bars). For A- and for CH-food, the two species-processed foods were either paired with P-food or simultaneously tested (bottom histograms). For more information, see figure 1. n = 14–20.

As CHs are not sexually dimorphic (in both species), potential candidates would be male internally produced pheromones influencing adult behaviour such as (Z)-10-heptadecen-2-one, 2-tridecanone, 2-pentadecanone and 2-heptadecanone in *D. buzzatii* [41] and cis-vaccenyl acetate in *D. simulans* [42,43]. The impact of these compounds on larval and pupariation behaviour currently remains unknown.

In any population or species, individuals search for the best food source to feed, reproduce and leave progeny. Insect ability to show species-specific response and adaptation to environmental cues may reduce interspecific competition and population overlap [44–46]. Our data suggest that chemical cues left both by *Drosophila* larvae and adults influence species-specific strategy for larval food search and choice of a pupariation site.

Larval food preference may depend on exposure during early larval development to conspecific pheromones associated with food [25,47]. Early developmental exposure to
food cues may also affect adult response to these cues [48,49]. Memory persistence through the complete metamorphosis remains an enigma in holometabolous insects (such as Drosophila), because a large part of the nervous system is reorganized during this process. Studies involving mixed Drosophila culture (of two strains, sub-species or species) showed that pre-imaginal exposure to homo- versus hetero-specific (or homo- versus heterotypic) chemical cues affect adult sexual behaviour and mate discrimination [24,50,51]. However, the identity of these cues currently remains unknown and neither H3B2 nor phenol seems sufficient to induce food-choice conditioning in either Drosophila species. The associative process may involve combination of these molecules with other compounds of the ‘bouquet’. If a precise chemosensory ‘memory’ is crucial for insects living on a specific host−plant and in parasite−parasitoid association [12,52], the strict association with a specific host may also involve a mutualistic interaction with microorganisms and yeast [11]. This may facilitate the metabolization of the nutrient available in this food source [53] and the production of specific food-derived components with pheromonal properties [11,54]. This mutualistic interaction may vary between Drosophila species [55], explaining the divergence of compounds released by D. buzzatii and D. simulans species.

In summary, our data reveal that the migration of Drosophila larvae to food sources depends on adult—and to a lesser extent larval—species- or population-specific chemical cues left in food. These putative pheromones may guide the dispersion of insects in nature, this shaping their adaptation to novel food sources.
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